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ABSTRACT
We consider Delay Tolerant Mobile Social Networks (DTMSNs),
made of wireless nodes with intermittent connections and clustered
into social communities. The lack of infrastructure and itsreliance
on nodes’ mobility make routing a challenge. Network Coding
(NC) is a generalization of routing and has been shown to bring
a number of advantages over routing. We consider the problemof
pollution attacks in these networks, that are a very important issue
both for NC and for DTMSNs. Our first contribution is to propose a
protocol which allows controlling adversary’s capacity bycombin-
ing cryptographic hash dissemination and error-correction to en-
sure message recovery at the receiver. Our second contribution is
the modeling of the performance of such a protection scheme.To
do so, we adapt an inter-session NC model based on a fluid ap-
proximation of the dissemination process. We provide a numerical
validation of the model. We are eventually able to provide a work-
flow to set the correct parameters and counteract the attacks. We
conclude by highlighting how these contributions can help secure a
real-world DTMSN application (e.g., a smart-phone app.).

CCS Concepts
•Networks → Network performance modeling; Mobile ad hoc
networks; •Security and privacy→ Mobile and wireless security;

Keywords
Network coding, Inter-session, Delay-tolerant networks,Pollution
attacks, Opportunistic routing, Fluid models

1. INTRODUCTION
We consider intermittently connected networks made of human-

carried wireless devices, and whose physical meeting patterns make
cluster into social communities. We abbreviate them by Delay Tol-
erant Mobile Social Networks (DTMSNs), that are Delay Tolerant
Networks (DTNs) with heterogeneous mobility. Consideringthat
the mobility is characterized by the distribution of inter-contact
times between the node pairs [13], we refer to “heterogeneous”
(resp. “homogeneous”) when this distribution varies (resp. does
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not vary) over the node pairs. The three main goals of DTMSNs
in civilian applications can be deemed as: (i) to provide network
access to remote communities (e.g., Bytewalla [1]), (ii) toprovide
cheaper content access by file exchange in ad hoc mode (e.g., PSN
[11, 28], Liberouter [2]), (iii) to offload the cellular networks (e.g.,
[14]).

In order to decrease the transmission delay, a source of traffic has
to rely on the mobility of other nodes which act as relays. In partic-
ular, if multiple copies of the same packet are allowed to spread in
the network then the packet delay will be lowered. How to spread
multiple copies has been investigated in several proposalsto save
energy and memory resources. Next we consider Spray-and-Wait
(SaW) [25]. Beyond mere replication is Network Coding (NC),a
networking paradigm which is a generalization of routing [3, 17] in
that it allows intermediate nodes to modify the packets’ payload by
combining the incoming packets to forge outgoing packets. Specif-
ically, random NC has attracted an increasing interest for DTNs
[19]. The benefits are increase in throughput, as well as adapt-
ability to network topology changes and resilience to link failures.
The successful reception of information does not depend on receiv-
ing a specific packet anymore, but on receiving a sufficient number
of independent packets, thereby circumventing the coupon collec-
tor problem that would emerge with single repetition of packets.
There are two types of NC: intra-session NC codes (i.e., combines)
together only packets belonging to the same session or connection,
while Inter-Session NC (ISNC) combines packets pertainingto dif-
ferent sessions.

We consider pollution attacks which are a critical issue fornon-
protected content such as public distributed multimedia content.
The packet mixing involved in NC makes a localized pollutionat-
tack likely to contaminate the whole network: such mixing may
result into more corrupted packets at the destination than the num-
ber of packets that have been injected by the adversary. The risk
of pollution is intensified in DTMSNs where all nodes are a priori
welcome to participate in the relaying as the more relays, the more
routing opportunities. Specifically, we consider the case where traf-
fic is injected into the network by one or several nefarious nodes.
Our contribution in this regard is two-fold:

• We propose a protocol which allows controlling adversary’s
network capacity by combining cryptographic hash dissemi-
nation and error-correction to ensure message recovery at the
receiver.

• We model the performance of such a protection scheme by
adapting an inter-session NC model based on a fluid approxi-
mation of the dissemination process in a DTMSN model. We
provide a numerical validation of the model.

The paper is organized as follows. After Sec. 2 on the literature,



we first present the error-correcting scheme in Sec. 4, to identify
the requirements to thwart nefarious nodes. We then we present
in Sec. 5 a NC-compliant signature scheme. Eventually we detail
how to distribute the hashes with authentication in Sec. 6. We
then express in Sec. 7 the performance in terms of the protection
parameters: the numberNs of nodes holding the public hash, the
dimensionK′

1 of the vector space sent out by the legitimate source
(stemming from the correction-control scheme). We conclude by
highlighting how these contributions can help secure a real-world
DTMSN application (e.g., a smart-phone app.).

2. RELATED WORKS
The authors of [29], [7] and [5] address the vulnerability ofcon-

tent distribution systems using NC. To thwart attacks by malicious
nodes sending bad packets, they propose signature schemes for NC
that are secure and allow nodes to check easily the integrityof
the received packets. In [15], the authors consider error-correction
NC, homomorphic signatures and error-detection hashes forNC
and their relative usefulness under different scenarios. However,
the combination of these techniques, as we propose here, is not
explored. Hoet al. in [10] propose a scheme for detecting ad-
versarial modifications in network using random linear NC. This
approach assumes that the packets headers storing the linear com-
bination coefficients are not polluted by the adversary, thereby al-
lowing the destination to know the coding coefficients. Here, we
consider the more general case, where the whole coded packetcan
be polluted, even in the headers. The authors of [26] introduce a
broadcast-mode transformation of the network, which changes the
multicast capacity of the network. However that method cannot
apply to DTN because trusted gateways are required. In [16, 12],
the problem of error-control in random linear NC is considered.
The construction of an error-correction coding scheme for NC is
described, and the conditions of successful decoding are proven.
These schemes apply when the packets can be polluted entirely, i.e.,
the coding coefficients are modified by the adversary. Building on
the NC-compliant signature scheme of [29] and on the error-control
scheme of [16], we propose and optimize a protocol whose goalis
twofold: (i) control the capacity of the adversary towards the desti-
nation so as to ensure the capacity of the legitimate source and (ii)
achieve capacity, i.e., the maximum rate at which the destination
can still recover information from the source. This is achieved by
combining cryptographic hash dissemination and error-correction.
We build the performance model upon the fluid model for ISNC
presented in [23].

3. NETWORK MODEL

Figure 1: The multi-community model considered [6].

Symbol Meaning
Network settings
N total number of nodes excluding the sources and the

destinations
C number of node communities
Ni number of nodes in communityi
βij inter-meeting intensity of a node in communityi

with a node in communityj
Bw bandwidth: mean number of packets that can be ex-

changed during a contact in each direction
Communication settings
S1, A source node of session 1, adversary node
D1 destination node of session 1
K1, K2 number of information packets of session 1, 2
K ′

1, K ′
2 maximum number of packets that can be released by

S1, S2

KS1
(t),

KA(t)
number of indices realeased byS1 and adversaryA
till time t

R(t), S(t) number of indices originally generated byS1 (resp.
A) received byD1 by timet

M , Q maximum number of copies of an index released by
S1, S2

S11, S22 set of indices associated to pure payloads sent out by
sourceS1, S2

Xic, Yic number of nodes in communityc that carryi indices
in S11 (resp.S22)

X̃Ic, ỸIc number of nodes in communityc that carry indexI
of S11 (resp.S22)

l l =
∑

i=11,22 li for a (c, l)-node

Table 1: Main notation used for the model of ISNC.

We consider a network made ofN nodes grouping intoC com-
munities (see Figure 1). We assume that the number of meetings
per unit of time between two given nodes is invariant over time and
Poisson distributed, according to the findings of [13]. The average
of this distribution is named inter-meeting intensity. We consider
that all nodes pertaining to the same communityi have the same
inter-meeting intensityβij towards any other node of community
j. The concept of community imposes thatβii > βij , for all i 6= j.

A sourceS1 of communitys1 wants to send a file to its respec-
tive destinationD1 in communityd1. We assume that the file to
be transferred needs to be split intoK1 packets: this occurs owing
to the finite duration of contacts among mobile nodes or when the
file is large with respect to the buffering capabilities of the nodes.
The message is considered to be well received if and only if all the
K1 packets of the source are recovered at the destination. To doso,
K′

1 > K1 Random Linear Combinations (RLCs) of theK1 pack-
ets are spread by the source, each associated with a certain index.
We do not assume any feedback. For the modeling, we assume that
the number of packets that can be exchanged during a contact in
each direction (thereby accounting both for the rate and thecontact
duration), is stochastic and follows any known distribution of mean
Bw. The buffer size is assumed to be any known integer, denoted
by B, equal for all the nodes in the network. Note that these as-
sumptions are not necessary for the protection scheme to hold, but
are general enough to get a meaningful model. A node is said to
be a(c, l)-node, if it belongs to communityc and has in its buffer
l = (l11, l22) indices ofS11, S22, respectively. All notations are
gathered in Table 1.

We consider a given session of interest (so-called “legitimate ses-
sion”) that is attacked. We consider the Byzantine form of pollution
attacks that are described in [12, 16]. That means that the adversary
has full knowledge of the legitimate packets, and tries to forge fake
packets so as to impede the transmission as much as it can.



4. CODING FOR ERRORS IN RANDOM NET-
WORK CODING

The error-correction scheme, presented by Koetter and Kschis-
chang in [16], is based on noticing that the recovery of the infor-
mation packets at the receiver is possible as soon as any generating
set of the space spanned by the information packets, called infor-
mation space, is received. Hence, the corrupted packets introduced
by the adversary prevent from decoding the information packets as
soon as they are not in the information space. The error-correction
coding at the source is thus meant to choose what vector spacehas
to be sent, rather than which vectors (packets).

The flow of encoding and the corresponding notations used con-
sistently throughout the paper is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The flow of encoding.

LetW be a vector space over a finite field. A code with ambient
spaceW is a nonempty collection of subspaces ofW . The au-
thors of [16] provide a Reed-Solomon-like code construction and
decoding algorithm. We briefly describe the encoding technique
in a simple way, and refer the reader to [16] for complete develop-
ment. LetF = Fqm be a finite extension field ofFq (in practice,q is
often taken to be256). Letu = (u0, . . . , uL−1) denote a block of
L information packets, each of sizem overFq, hence each compo-
nent ofu pertains toF. LetA = {α1, . . . , αK1} be a set of linearly
independent elements inF, that is eachαi, i = 1, . . . ,K1, is a vec-
tor ofm elements overFq. These elements span aK1-dimensional
vector space〈A〉 overF. We haveK1 ≤ m. The considered am-
bient space, whose a subspace will correspond to a codeword,is
the direct sumW = 〈A〉 ⊕ F = {(α, β) : α ∈ 〈A〉, β ∈ F},
a vector space of dimensionK1 + m overFq. The codewordV
is then the vector subspace ofW , whose a generating set is made

of vj , j = 1, . . . ,K1, with vj = [αj , βj ] andβj =
∑k−1

i=0 uiα
qi

j

(all operations are finite field operations, and[., .] denotes the con-
catenation of two row-vectors). HenceV is a subspace ofW of
dimensionK1.

In this adversarial environment where an adversary can pollute
any bytes of a coded packet (both coding coefficients and payload),
it is shown in [16] that the criterion for recovering theL packets of
the legitimate session with this error-correction scheme is:

dim(U ∩ V ) ≥ L+ dim(U\(U ∩ V )) , (1)

whereV is hence the coded subspace generated at the source, and
U is the space received at the destination (combination of a sub-
space ofV and a subspace of what the adversary sent). We lower-
bounddim(U ∩ V ) by R(t) and we upper-bounddim(U\(U ∩
V )) by KA(t), whereKA(t) is the number of degrees of free-
dom (RLCs) that have been spread out by the adversarial nodesup
to time t. The considered recovery criterion is henceR(t) ≥
L+KA(t). More details are provided in Sec. 7.

The problem addressed in the next section is that of secure net-

work capacity: we see from the recovery criterion of equation 1
that, if the adversary gets access to too many relay nodes, then the
successful recovery may never be possible.

5. OBTAINING A NON-ZERO CAPACITY
FOR THE SECURE CHANNEL

Considering a static network and its corresponding graph, Jaggi
et al. in [27] show that when the adversary can eavesdrop on all
links and pollutez0 links, the secure network capacity isC − 2z0
[27], whereC is the network capacity as defined in [3].

In DTNs, we cannot know, prior to communication, what are
going to be the different opportunistic paths, from source and ad-
versaries to the destination. However, the capacity of a DTNcan
be defined. Garetto at al. [9] proposed a definition of the net-
work capacity of a DTN, by considering the corresponding graph
whose nodes are those of the DTN, and an edge between two nodes
is weighted by the average number of meetings per unit of time
between these two nodes, i.e., their intra-meeting intensity. The
authors of [9] are then able to define the network capacity as the
min-cut of this graph, for a given source-destination pair.It is inter-
esting to note that the average (over network meeting realizations)
of dim(U\(U∩V )) relates to the min-cut capacity between the ad-
versary and the destination. We refer the reader to [12] for astudy
of network capacities in the presence of Byzantine nodes, and only
present shortly in the next section the option we choose for our sys-
tem design to guarantee a desired non-zero secure capacity (i.e, the
maximum rate at which the destination can recover information).

Our goal in this section is to ensure that the probability that D
recovers the originalK1 packets ofS can be greater than zero, no
matter how omniscient and smart the adversary is. The probability
of recovering the source packets is then expressed in Sec. 7.The
recovery is possible only if the receiving rate ofA’s packets is no
more than that ofS, that is if set of relays the adversary can use is a
strict subset of those the source can use. In what follows, werefer
to this condition as having a non-zero secure capacity for the DTN.

In order to obtain it by another means than authentication, since
we assume that the nodes do not systematically share symmetric
keys, we need to make some nodes able to detect and not to re-
lay the adversary packets. To do so, we use the signature scheme
for content distribution with NC, presented by Zhaoet al. in [29].
This is a homomorphic signature scheme that allows nodes to ver-
ify any linear combinations of pieces without contacting the orig-
inal sender. As previously introduced, the vectors that aresent
over the network, after error-correction encoding, arevj in F

l+m
q ,

j = 1, . . . , l. They are the generating set ofV . A received packet
is a valid linear combination if and only if it belongs toV . We
briefly describe the approach of [29].

Let p be a large prime such thatq is a divisor ofp − 1. Let g be
a generator of the group of orderq in Fp. Let consider the random
set of elements inF∗

p: Kpr = {ai}i=1,...,l+m, which is called the
private key. As well, letx(1) = {hi = gai}i=1,...,l+m.

The scheme works as follows:

• The source finds a vectory that is orthogonal to all vectors
in V .

• The source computes vector
x(2) = (y1/a1, . . . , yl+m/al+m).

• The source publishes the public hashHpu = (x(1),x(2)).

• When a node, that has received the public hash, receives a



vectorw and wants to verify thatw is in V , it computes

d =

l+m
∏

i=1

h
x
(2)
i

wi

i

and verifies thatd = 1.

Hpu can be considered as a public key. However, it is crucial to
notice that the termpublic key, in this context, does not refer to
asymmetric encryption, but instead to the parameters a hashhas to
be computed with. Indeed, evaluating a hash function is, gener-
ally, significantly cheaper than performing encryption [22]. That is
why, in the remainder, we make use of the termpublic hash instead
of public key in order to avoid any confusion between single hash
computation and asymmetric encryption.

If the public hashHpu is received by all the network nodes, no
error-correction such as that presented in the previous section is
needed as it is impossible for an adversarial node to send nefarious
packets to any relay node. However, in DTNs, as the public hash
has to be disseminated to a number of nodes, we cannot ensure that
all those nodes will obtain the public hash prior to transmission and
within a certain limited delay.

To cope with this problem, the source chooses two parameters,
Ns andPh: the public hashHpu is sent out by the source which
(periodically) waits for a certain time so as to ensure thatNs nodes
gotHpu with probabilityPh. The public hash can be disseminated
by any means, such as SaW with a maximum spraying counterNs.
The nodes having the hash are referred to assecure nodes thereafter.
The number of nodes having received the hash determines the se-
cure network capacity, as explained in the beginning of thissection.
The workflow to determine the desired protection and transmission
parameters is shown in Figure 3.

The next section discusses the security problems that can arise in
disseminating the public hashHpu.

Figure 3: The general process to choose the protection and
transmission parametersNs, K1 and M . The input are (i) ini-
tial values as exemplified on the left-hand side, (ii) the other
network parameters needed by the performance model of Sec.
7, and (iii) some deadlineτ and recovery probability 1 − ǫ by
this deadline. Once the process has succeeded, the actual trans-
mission of first the hash then the data can get started.

6. SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS AND SYM-
METRIC KEY PRE-DISTRIBUTION

The first problem one can think of regarding the above scheme
is the case where adversarial nodes can disseminate fake public
hashes to the nodes so as to cause Denial of Service (DoS) attack:
the legitimate message will not be relayed anymore since thenodes
with fake hashes will reject the legitimate packets. In infrastruc-
ture networks, the public hash is usually signed with any signature

scheme, thereby requiring a Trusted Third Party such as a Certifi-
cation Authority. In MANETs, such an infrastructure is not avail-
able, and the usual way to meet the authentication requirements
is the use of symmetric keys. Thus, in delay tolerant MANETs,
to thwart DoS attack performed by adversarial nodes sendingfake
public hashes, we have to assume that a fraction of the nodes in
the network is preloaded with keys, so that authentication of the
public hash sender can be achieved thanks to symmetric key cryp-
tography. Thus, only the nodes preloaded with the keys drawn
from a certain common pool are able to get the public hash. We
assume the symmetric-key pre-distribution scheme of Eschenauer
and Gligor [8]. The public hash does not have to be encrypted,it
has only to come with an extra hash allowing authentication,such
as provided by the HMAC function of the Message Authentication
Code (MAC) [4]. The extra hashes will be changed from relays to
relays. Nodes will never accept public hash without successful au-
thentication. The key pre-distribution of [8] works in the following
way. First, a large pool ofP keys (e.g.,217 − 220 keys) and their
identifiers is generated. Thenb keys are randomly drawn out ofP
without replacement, for each node to be loaded. When two nodes
have to communicate securely, i.e., in our context, to authenticate
each other, they need to discover if they share a key. To do so,each
node broadcasts, in clear text, the list of identifiers of thekeys in
its key ring. During the public hash broadcast phase, a relaynode
must not accept any fake hash upon meeting with the adversary.
To avoid such a situation, the key-sharing patterns can be hidden
from an adversary [8]. For instance, for every key on a key ring,
each node could broadcast a listEKi(α), i = 1, . . . , b, whereα is
a challenge. The decryption ofEKi(α) with the proper key by a
recipient would reveal the challengeα and establish a shared key
with the broadcasting node, thereby preventing A from misleading
R. It is shown in [8] that the probability that any two nodes, loaded
with key-rings, share at least a key is:

Ps = 1−
(P − b)!2

(P − 2b)!P !
.

Let us consider a time-slot between two consecutive contacts of a
loaded nodeν1 with any two other loaded nodesν2 andν3, both
sharing a key withν1. If we assume that only a fractionr of theN
network nodes have been loaded with keys, then the mean time be-
tween two consecutive meetings of a given node is1

βPsrN
. Since

the average number of mean times to disseminateNs copies of
a packet is⌈log2(Ns)⌉ [25], we can estimate the time needed to
spreadNs copies of the public hash by:⌈log2(Ns)⌉

βPsrN
. Hence, the

source will wait for this delay, plus a possible margin, before start-
ing to send the message. These simple formula can be extendedfor
the multi-community case considering [23] or [20].

Once the adversary cannot mislead the network with fake pub-
lic hashes anymore, the second problem that can arise is the ad-
versary flooding the network with wrong packets even before all
the intended number of nodes have received the public hash, so as
to prevent the destination from decoding. However, the injection
of nefarious packets is possible only if the adversarial node has
snooped over at least one packet from the source, so as to retrieve
the identifiers of the unicast session of interest, and include them
in the forged packets to pollute the header the the legitimate pack-
ets. In order to prevent such an attack, the identifier of the unicast
session must be hidden during the public hash disseminationphase,
this being done thanks to the symmetric keys described above.

Thus, the public hash is broadcast without being hidden, with
an extra hash allowing public hash sender authentication (like that
provided by HMAC), and comes with the identifiers of the session
which is the only part to be encrypted to remain confidential as long



as the communication has not started. Once the source has started
to send data packets, nothing is encrypted and adversarial nodes
can send corrupted packets with the right identifiers.

Eventually, it is worth highlighting why a public hash for in-
tegrity check and symmetric keys for authentication are both needed.
The public hash held by authenticated nodes allows these nodes to
accept packets from unauthenticated nodes but to filter and relay
them only if they are not polluted. This allows to get the mostout
of the relaying capability of the network, compared with thecase
where only authenticated nodes would be allowed to act as relays.
Another possibility would be to force nodes to code correctly, as
presented in [21], but this requires different cryptographic capabil-
ities.

7. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN PRESENCE
OF POLLUTION ATTACKS

We now express performance in terms of the protection param-
eters: the numberNs of nodes holding the public hash and the
dimensionK1 of the vector space sent out by the legitimate source
(stemming from the correction-control scheme). To do so, wefirst
present briefly the ISNC model of [23] (the reader is referredto
[23] for details).

7.1 Inter-session NC and modeling
Figure 4 depicts the process of ISNC missing when, e.g., a node

with full buffer decides to still receive packet of session 2by mixing
it with a packet of session 1 it already holds.

Figure 4: The basic operation performed on two packets with
ISNC [23].

All nodes can identify the session number of each packet. The
decoding criterion can be stated as follows. The originalK1 pack-
ets of session 1 can be recovered if and only if the matrix made
of the coding coefficients (i.e., packets’ headers) can undergo a
Gauss-Jordan elimination resulting in (i) only elements oftheK1-
size identity matrix over theK1 columns assigned to session 1, and
(ii) the other elements on the rows corresponding to these identity
elements are zeros. Thereafter, the number of received Degree of
Freedom (DoF) of session1 is the number of identity elements over
theseK1 columns.

The goal is to express the probability that both sessions areable
to recover (“decode”) their respectiveK1 andK2 original packets
after a certain timeτ . Unless otherwise mentioned, the notations
are defined in Table 1. The quantities (in number of nodes)Xic

andYic, X̃Ic andỸIc are those involved in the decoding probabil-
ity. Each network node is an object whose state is defined by the
set of indices of each session stored in its buffer. We now present
the ODEs defining the continuous-time mean field limit, called the
fluid model. Its numerical accuracy is assessed in [23]. Below we
consider the quantity variations when a nodeA may send packets
to a nodeB upon meeting.

The ODEs forXic writes as follows. The ODEs forYic can be

deduced from those ofXic, replacing1 by 2 everywhere.

dXic(t)

dt
= βs1cNc

∑

lB

Pj(c, l
B)Pgs11(i− lB11, l

B) . . .

+βcd1Nc

∑

lB

Pj(c, l
B)Pls11(l

B
11 − i, lB , lD1) . . .

+Nc

C
∑

e=1

∑

lA,lB

βecNePj(c, l
A)Pj(c, l

B)Pgrs11(i−lB11, l
A, lB) . . .

−βcs1Nc

∑

lB :lB11=i,p11>0

Pj(c, l
B)Pgs11(p11, l

B) . . .

−βcd1Nc

∑

lB :lB11=i,p11>0

Pj(c, l
B)Pls11(p11, l

B, lD1) . . .

−Nc

C
∑

e=1

∑

p11l
A,

l
B:lB11=i

βecNePj(c, l
A)Pj(c, l

B)Pgrs11(p11, l
A, lB) .

Let us briefly give the a high-level explanation of these equa-
tions. The first summation term indXic(t)

dt
corresponds to the num-

ber of nodes transitioning into state(i, c) per unit of time thanks
to a meeting with the source node. The second and third sum-
mation terms are similarly defined: thanks to a meeting with the
destination and relay node, respectively. The last three negative
summation terms correspond to symmetric quantities for thenum-
ber of nodes leaving state(i, c). To ease the understanding, we use
consistent subscripts whereg, l andr refer to “gain” (of such an
index), “loss” and “relay”, respectively (s11 refers to the type of
packet considered,X is for S11 indices,Y for S22). The term
Pj(c, l) denotes the fraction of relay nodes that are(c, l)-nodes.

The ODEs forX̃Ic write as:

dX̃Ic

dt
=

C
∑

e=1

βceNeNcAR11,e,c+βs1cNcAS11,c−βcd1X̃IcAD11,c ,

where

• AD11,c is the fraction of nodes in communityc that haveI
of S11 in their buffer and that drop it upon meeting withD1,

• AS11,c is the fraction of nodes in communityc that meet with
S1,

• AR11,e,c is the fraction of nodes in communityc without in-
dex I ofS11 that obtainI from a relay in communitye.

We finally mention one last important intermediate quantityin-
volved in the ones above:Pnic,e,c

(

n11, l
A, lB,KS1(t),v(t)

)

de-
notes the probability that for a(e, lA)-node and a(c, lB)-node,
there aren11 indices ofS11 at node A not in common with nodeB
and whose corresponding spray-counters are still below M, when
S1 has already spread outKS1(t) indices. As well, the expressions
of the above terms are given in [23].

7.2 Modeling pollution attacks
The source nodes are now renamed fromS1 andS2 to S (le-

gitimate source) andA (adversarial node). For the sake of clar-
ity, we consider only one community and only one legitimate ses-
sion, which get mixed with the adversary packets. The difference



with the inter-session NC case is that the adversary forges packets
with session identifiers identical to those of the legitimate session.
Therefore, even if the network is operated with inter-session NC,
the adversarial packets are not considered as pertaining toanother
session and the header part of the packets corresponding to the le-
gitimate session gets corrupted. The source sends outK′

1 RLCs of
itsK1 original packets (see Figure 2). TheK′

1 RLCs span a vector
space of dimensionK1, whereK1 is the dimension of the vector
spaceV defined in Section 4. When sending out a packet, the ad-
versary generates indices that can overlap those generatedby the
legitimate source, but with the same session identifier, rendering
those indices indistinguishable by the nodes. Also, some nodes can
reject the RLC if they are secured (i.e., hold the public hash).

Let us recall the successful decoding criterion introducedin Sec.
4: R(t) ≥ K1 + KA(t), with R(t), K1 andKA(t) representing,
respectively, the number of different indices ofS received atD by
time t, the number of information packets ofS to be recovered at
D and the number of RLCs sent out byA by timet, as before. The
main principle of our analysis, which is the core component of the
flow process to determine the protection parameters (see Figure 3),
is as follows. In Sec. 4, a space of dimensionK1 is created from the
information space of dimensionL, to counteract pollutions of intra-
session NC. In layman’s terms, subspace coding [16] can be loosely
interpreted as preparing to accommodate for a second session that
would be separable because high-dimensional intra-session NC (in
dimensionK1 + m) would boils down to inter-session NC (in
dimensionL + KA(t)). To put it differently, in machine learn-
ing/classification realms, it has been proven with the kernel theory
that easier separability can be achieved in higher dimensions than
that of the original data set. Hence, the termdim(U ∩ V ) can be
expressed as the number of rows, after a Gauss-Jordan elimination,
with non-zero elements in the columns corresponding to theK1-
dimensional subspace of the(K1 + m)-dimensional space. This
is also called the number of DoFs, approximated by the numberof
indices initially generated by the source and received atD (with the
same principle as the introduction of this technique in [18]). The
same idea is used fordim(U\(U ∩ V )).

Below we detail how to extend the ISNC model of [23]. An
important term in the node exchanges isPnic, which stands for the
probability that for two meeting nodes have a certain numberof
indices not in common. The expression ofPnic keeps the same
but lA11 on the right-hand side is replaced bylA11 + lB22. Let sr be
the fraction of nodes that can receive at least one packet:sr =
∑

l:l11+l22<B Pj(1, l). Let ss be the fraction of nodes that can

send at least one packet:ss = 1−
∑

I X̃I(t)+
∑

I ỸI (t)

MKS(t)+QKA(t)
and letfc be

the fraction of contaminated nodes (i.e., holding packets involving
DoFs ofA):

dfc
dt

= β(Nfcss + 1)

(

(1−
Ns

N
)sr − fc

)

.

We definePcgi0 andPucus as the probability that a node is contaminated
given that no index ofA is in its buffer, and the probability that a
node is uncontaminated and unsecured given that no index ofA is
in its buffer, respectively.

Pcgi0 =

{

(fc−
∑

l:l22>0 Pj(1,l))
∑

l:l22=1 Pj(1,l)
, if

∑

l:l22=1 Pj(1, l) > 0,

1 , otherwise .

Pucus =

{

1−fc−Ns/N∑
l:l22=1 Pj(1,l)

, if
∑

l:l22=1 Pj(1, l) > 0,

0 , otherwise.

We then have the following changes, all other quantities butthose
mentioned above remaining the same.

• The expression ofdKA(t)
dt

hasPsc appended with
(

(lB22 > 0) + (lB22 == 0)Pcgi0 + (lB22 == 0)Pucus

)

.

The same is appended to the expressions ofPgs22 andAS22.
• The expressions ofPgrs11, AR11 andAR22 are appended with
(

(lA22 == 0)(1− Pcgi0) +
(

(lA22 == 0)Pcgi0 + (lA22 > 0)
)

. . . .

(

(lB22 > 0) + (lB22 == 0)Pcgi0 + (lB22 == 0)Pucus

)

)

8. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We finally perform the numerical validation of this model adapted

to the case of pollution attacks in DTNs operated with NC. In this
section, we assess the accuracy of the fluid model above, thatcap-
tures the effect of the joint control of routing and ISNC on vari-
ous quantities. We consider a synthetic contact trace on which we
run the polluted NC-based dissemination thanks to a discrete event
simulator written in Matlab. The simulation results are averaged
over 30 runs and the95% confidence intervals are plotted. The
trace is made ofN = 1000 nodes,C = 1 for the sake of clarity
of the curves andβ = 5.10−4. The buffer size is set toB = 2
packets. The bandwidth is Poisson distributed with meanBw = 3

packets. The communication settings are:K1 = 1, K
′

1 = 4 and
M = Q = 50.

The number of secured nodes (i.e., nodes holding the public
hash), is set toNs = 800, that is80% of the nodes do not re-
lay coded packets that have been polluted by the adversary. The
evolution of the averages ofR(t) andS(t) are plotted against time
in Figure 5. The match between analytical and simulation results
is verified. As well, Figure 6 shows the pdf ofR(t) andS(t) ob-
tained from the analysis compared against those obtained from the
simulation. It shows the good prediction of the model, whichcan
hence be used to optimize such a secure transmission scheme (see
Figure 3). It is also worth noting that the model can be extended
with no difficulty to the case of several communities, allowing to
assess how much hash should be provided to each community.

Figure 5: Average R(t) and S(t). PDF of R(t) and S(t) for
t = 2000.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a theoretically-founded method

to secure information sharing within a delay tolerant mobile social
network. We have provided a performance model derived from a
fluid approximation for inter-session NC. A number of papers(see
[23] and references therein) show that, unlike node-to-node con-
tacts, social interactions are much less volatile featureswhich can



Figure 6: PDF of R(t) and S(t) for t = 2000.

be leveraged to design, e.g., efficient routing in DTMSNs. Further-
more, these features can be well estimated online by the nodes [24,
Sec. V.E], as they are sufficiently persistent in time. The nodes can
in turn use these estimates to decide their protection parameters
upon the detection of pollution thanks to any independent intru-
sion detection system, or with conservative estimates of polluting
nodes’ density.
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